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Abstract

The company IKEA utilizes traditional methods of communicating re-
quirements to their subcontractors. IKEA has started a project to up-
date their specifications and this thesis details the first draft of their new
system. The draft was created by utilizing several methods in interactive
design. The considerations to design and implementation was taken from
ideas generated by interviews with IKEA and their subcontractors after
which a prototype in form of an interactive website was produced. This
was then tested to verify improved efficiency compared to the specification
IKEA uses today. In order to further increase efficiency in communica-
tions between IKEA and its subcontractors this thesis will serve as a
basis for which directions any future works will take. The design solu-
tions proposed in this thesis showed promising results during testing. As
the project continues, the design solutions proposed will serve as a good
foundation for future work.
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2 Introduction

2.1 Background

IKEA utilizes specifications to communicate requirements concern-
ing their products to their subcontractors. As these product speci-
fications must contain both national and international requirements
and are used for about 100 000 different products it is important
that they are easy for the subcontractors to understand. Unfortu-
nately, the product specifications are difficult to interpret for many
users, and IKEA struggles with improving the communication with
their subcontractors. This has led to many misinterpretations and
delays during delivery, which in many cases has led to even further
delays down the line all due to unstable communication. After care-
ful consideration IKEA realized the potential increase in efficiency if
these specifications were to be made more easily understood by the
subcontractors. Eventually a project was started in which a proto-
type for a more user-friendly environment was created. However, 10
years later IKEA still struggles with the very same issue. In order
to determine the complexity of this project a first draft of a solution
is required.

2.2 Purpose

The solution to IKEA’s problem is supposed to be found during a
project in cooperation with Faculty of Engineering, Lund University.
This thesis was written in order to provide a solution to IKEA’s
problem and to create a basis for future works.

2.3 Goals and contributions

This thesis will serve as an initial transition to a more user-friendly
communication system between IKEA and its subcontractors. It
might eventually be followed up by other, more specified projects
and will be used as a basis for future work. As the thesis designs
the general approach to the problem at hand, IKEA will also use its
results to determine whether or not they believe the approach would
be suitable for them. As this might be a problem at other companies
than IKEA, the thesis might also serve as a basis for working with
communications concerning requirement specifications in general.

The main goal of this thesis is to prove the efficiency in the cho-
sen design solutions and give a recommendation for future works.
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3 Theoretical background

This chapter lists all theory needed to properly understand this the-
sis and other references such as previous work with usability within
product specifications.

3.1 Interaction design

Because of the need of a user-friendly interactive system the main
focus of the work concerned in this thesis is the Human-computer in-
teraction (HMI). One design method commonly used during HMI is
User-centered design (UCD), which puts the user in centrum rather
than the designed system [1][2]. For example, a system developed
with a UCD-method should be intuitive to a standard user rather
than too complex. In other words, the users abilities and knowledge
prior to using the system should be reflected in the system.

Fitts’ law determines the time which it takes to reach a target with
a pointing device [1]. While it can be used to calculate exact values
to compare the time to reach targets in different systems, no calcu-
lations are used in this thesis. However, it still provides a theoretical
basis for analyzing in a broader sense.

As a way to analyze how using the system affects the user, cog-
nitive load can be used. Cognitive load is how much information a
user can process at any one time. This is further divided into three
separate types:

• Intrinsic - The complexity of information currently being pro-
cessed.

• Extraneous - Any extra data that the user inadvertently pro-
cesses while processing the information.

• Germane - A cognitive load that helps the user to learn the
information currently being processed more efficiently.

While germane and extraneous cognitive load can be affected, in-
trinsic is more dependent on the user. Any system with a lot of
extraneous cognitive load is generally bad design as it means that
the user has to process a lot of irrelevant information in order to
solve a problem [3].

Hierarchical task analysis is a way to analyze the problem as whole.
The basic principle is to divide a task into a subset of tasks. These
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tasks may in turn be divided further into subsets of task until simple
tasks are found and then solved separately in order to complete the
first task [1].

3.1.1 Eye tracking

Eye tracking is a way to collect data of exactly what the user is
looking at while using a system [4]. This provides useful informa-
tion in cases where a lot of information is shown at any specific time.
This information can be used in order to determine whether or not
the user is looking at information which would help the user to com-
plete a task or if the user is reading a lot of unnecessary information.

The data collected through eye tracking are the basic types of eye
movement recognized by the eye tracking device; Fixation, Saccade
and Blink. Fixation, as suggested by the name, is when the eyes are
focusing at one specific area for a relatively long duration. This is
recognized as reading or analyzing information. Saccades are quick
movements of the eyes from one fixation point to another [5]. Blink
is, also as suggested by the name, when the eyes are blinking for a
relatively long duration.

Both average fixation duration (the average amount of time elapsed
during each fixation) and mean saccade amplitude (the average
length of a saccade measured in degrees from the point of view of
the user’s left eye) have been proved to be related to increased cog-
nitive load. The blink rate (the rate at which the user is blinking)
is related to task difficulty [6].

While reading web content most users tend to read in an F pattern
as a mean to scan the whole text for relevant information rather
than reading it thoroughly. Heatmap examples of the F pattern can
be seen below in Figure 1. This pattern shows that users usually
read the first two headers and then scans vertically on the left side
of the content [7].
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Figure 1: Heatmap examples of the F pattern.

3.2 Previous works with usability in product specifica-
tions

3.2.1 Product specifications

Product specifications, or in some cases more known as product de-
sign specifications (PDS), are commonly used as guides to create
specific products. There are several guides that describes how to
create a PDS, but these tend to highlight which content should be
included and why [8] [9]. I have failed to find more details concern-
ing how to create a user-friendly PDS which perhaps should be a
big concern for any large PDS.

This gives an indication of the relevance of this project, as it is
reasonable to assume that not only IKEA is faced with this prob-
lem.

3.2.2 Guides & specifications at IKEA

The problem IKEA has with their product specifications has previ-
ously been analyzed by Mikael Blomé which resulted in the creation
of several interactive guides. He noted that IKEA’s specifications
mostly consisted of written text, and focused heavily on visualiza-
tion as a mean of clarifying the contents to users. A screen dump
from one of the interactive guides can be seen in Figure 2.

The project was divided into two separate evaluation steps in or-
der to ensure that the right approach was taken. The short-term
evaluation was performed shortly after the creation of the interactive
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guides and showed promising results. The participants of the evalu-
ation thought the visual guides were extremely helpful and thus the
project was continued. Six years afterwards a long-term evaluation
took place. While some guides were still used as introduction mate-
rial for new personnel, other guides were completely obsolete [10].

While the project yielded promising results, the idea of increased
visualization for the specifications was ultimately dismissed due to
being hard to update [11].

Figure 2: Screen dump from the formaldehyde guide developed in 2005 [10].
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4 Materials

4.1 Existing system at IKEA

Currently IKEA has all their specifications on a website available for
download to certified users. When a subcontractor signs a deal with
IKEA it gets access to appropriate specifications via the website.
When these specifications are updated it is up to the subcontractor
to renew its specifications by downloading them once again through
the website.

As was the case with the interviewee in ”4.3.1 Interview with sub-
contractor”, the specifications may or may not be used as intended.
Instead, it was thoroughly scanned for vital information which was
then added in an Excel document. The specification was subse-
quently dismissed as the Excel document proved far more easy to
use in comparison with the specification.

4.1.1 Formaldehyde requirements of wood-based materials and prod-
ucts

The specification is written as a PDF and describes the IKEA re-
quirements for limitations of formaldehyde in products made of
wood-based materials. It contains overall requirements depending
on material, how to test that the requirements are fulfilled and in-
formation about how to document performed testing.

The specification mainly consists of tables, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 3 and again in Figure 4. This makes sure they can include as
much information with as few words as possible. These tables are in
turn filled with different materials and processes in which one would
have to consider the usage of formaldehyde, and relevant informa-
tion about requirements surrounding them. The specifications are
today in PDF-format [11].
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Figure 3: Part of a table in the specification. There is much information for
every type of material.

Figure 4: Part of a table in the specification depicting documentation.

4.2 Interactive solution

There are numerous approaches that can be considered while creat-
ing a more user-friendly specification environment for subcontrac-
tors to IKEA. However, IKEA has three requirements for the ap-
proach which must be taken into consideration [11].
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1 Maintain accessibility - The finished environment must be
easy for subcontractors to access on a regularly basis. The cur-
rent specification is a PDF-file and is accessed by a website
from which the subcontractors can download the latest itera-
tion. Any new environment must be as easy to access.

2 Maintain flexibility - The finished environment must be easy
for IKEA to update, which limits the usage of descriptive im-
ages.

3 Avoid interactivity unless necessary - An interactive so-
lution would only be accepted if IKEA can be assured that it
is absolutely necessary in order to streamline the environment.

The proposed solution to the problem with above requirements taken
into consideration was an interactive environment utilizing a content
management system which could be available as a website. This
would both maintain accessibility, as it could be accessed at the
same place any PDF is today, and flexibility, with a user-friendly
content management system. Furthermore, in order to satisfy the
third requirement mentioned above, the new system underwent us-
ability testing and was compared to current specification in means
of usability to ensure that it is more user-friendly.

It should also be noted that IKEA have many specifications, and
that these interact at certain points. Thus, the flexibility can al-
ready be considered low as updating one PDF-specification may re-
sult in another one needing updating. Without automatic updates
for all affected specifications, this becomes a tedious handwork [11].

As a way to prove that the proposed solution is a good way to
deal with the stated problem, a prototype was created. This proto-
type aimed to simulate the proposed system, and was then tested
against the current specification.

4.3 Gathering of information

So far only IKEA’s own requirements had been taken into considera-
tion, which does not really promote any change to the specifications.
So in order to make the system more user-friendly more requirements
would have to be made.
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4.3.1 Interview with subcontractor

The major contribution of user perspectives came with an interview
with a subcontractor to IKEA [12]. The interview was mostly per-
formed in order to ensure that the prototype is the right way to
go. The interviewee showed how they used the specification and to
which scenarios it was relevant for them. This was later used as the
basis for the usability tests to make them as realistic as possible. As
the interviewee was introduced to the different design propositions
he subsequently provided information as to which ones seemed in-
teresting for his everyday work.

He maintained that the specifications from IKEA have been a prob-
lem for quite some time, mostly due to their user-unfriendly nature.
As to get around this problem the interviewee’s company had made
a document using the program Excel, in which they put all rele-
vant information from the specification. This would later serve as a
model for the prototype created in this project. He also stated that
he could see himself using the prototype if it was not so tedious and
time-consuming to use.

Both visualization and print-out friendly version of the specifica-
tion were dismissed by the interviewee as he could not see a proper
use for it. Apparently, these features are currently handled in an-
other application by the name Connect.

During the interview it turned out that the interviewee had a lot of
additional information to provide, and lots of own thoughts of how
to proceed. His greatest concern was that IKEA does not clearly
state what they want according to his point of view. He works as
a subcontractor creating a specific type of board for IKEA, and
they might in turn have other subcontractors connected with them.
There might also be middle men between IKEA and this specific sub-
contractor. Every company in this process needs to perform tests
and provide documentation up in the hierarchy. This might lead to
a lot of confusion, since a middle man might or might not be sure as
to whether or not their subcontractor hands them fibreboard made
from a wet or dry process. If other companies who use this middle
man would not care about this, but IKEA does, then it is essentially
extra work for the middle man because IKEA did not clearly state
which product they want and the specification handed to them by
IKEA mentions both and, for that matter, many others. This can
also cause confusion as the specification mentions many test meth-
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ods, but not necessary test methods used by every subcontractor
under other circumstances.

4.3.2 Design principles and general design propositions

A lot of information in the specification must be accessed in order
to access other information. For example, if one would wish to read
about specifics in the required documentation surrounding handling
of Plywood, one would first have to locate Plywood in one part of
the specification and then re-direct manually to another part of the
specification. This puts some cognitive load on the user, as he or she
must remember previously read parts in order to fully understand
what he or she is currently reading [13]. If we were to apply Fitts’
law to this scenario it would also show that the specification is not
easy to use at any efficient speed. This would, of course, apply to
any specification which utilizes a PDF-format. Even more cognitive
load is put on the user in form of extraneous cognitive load due to
the extra data the user inadvertently processes.

Another thing that I considered for a long time was visualization.
This causes some trouble since any visual aid for the user would
damage the system’s flexibility. While this was considered for a long
time it was ultimately dropped due to lack of interest from every
found user perspective and deemed too difficult to use in any effi-
cient way. Among the things considered for improving visualization
was:

• Pictures clarifying the information contained in tables

• Different color scheme to emphasize different information

• Animations in order to describe processes

• The ability for users to include and save their own color scheme
in order to give them a clear overview over things they want to
emphasize

• Images given to the user as feedback for using the system cor-
rectly

Some parts of the documentation were originally meant to be printed
out, filled in and sent to IKEA upon request. While this would ex-
plain the usage of a PDF-file, it is yet an ineffective output. This
would easily be solved by using a small print-out friendly version
containing the parts of the specification that needs to be printed
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out. However, according to every user perspective, this was ulti-
mately dropped as well due to lack of interest. As it turned out,
these parts of the specification are mostly obsolete.

Lastly, the specification contained a lot of descriptions of the infor-
mation within the specification. This was not considered important
early on in the project, but it eventually became abundantly clear
that this is a major flaw in the design. It also became clear that
this is something that eventually will need to be considered more
carefully.

5 Method

Figure 5: The general approach to the stated problem as described in ISO
9241-210

As IKEA have many different specifications which shares common
features only one specification have been chosen to work with. The
chosen specification was solely chosen on the basis that IKEA con-
sidered it to be commonly misinterpreted by its subcontractors [11].
Its name is ”IOS-MAT-0003 - Formaldehyde requirements of wood-
based materials and products” and will henceforth be referred to as
the specification.
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The general approach used to the problem stated was according
to the ISO standard ”ISO 9241-210:2010 - Ergonomics of human-
system interaction – Part 210: Human-centered design for inter-
active systems” as depicted in Figure 5 [14]. This standard can
be somewhat simplified to detecting problems with the current live
specification and correct them. The detection of problems was done
by thoroughly studies of the specification, the appliance of interac-
tive design principles and through an interview with a subcontractor
who had experience working with the specification.

Every found problem was then estimated how important it was to
correct. After this short process, solutions to the main problems
found were considered and it ultimately resulted in the decision of
creating a prototype to simulate the specification working without
the found problems. This would lead up to a new version of the
specification which would work more efficiently.

As a final measure, test sessions were held at the end of the project
in order to test and prove that the prototype handles everyday tasks
better than the live specification and that it thus is more efficient.

5.1 First iteration of creating a prototype

Figure 6: The first iteration of prototype creation
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The first iteration of creating a prototype was done by using the
program MS Flash, mirroring the work performed in the project
”Guides & specifications at IKEA”. A screen dump taken of the
prototype can be seen in Figure 6. However, this iteration was
quickly dropped due to it being difficult to update. As the specifi-
cation contains a lot of information, it also proved to be difficult to
fully create in the first place.

5.2 Generic IKEA Product Specification

The second iteration of creating a prototype proved to be more
successful. The new prototype was called Generic IKEA Product
Specification (GIPS) and will henceforth be refered to as the pro-
totype. The process of creating the prototype is described in the
following two sections (divided into design and programming).

5.2.1 Designing the prototype

While the main idea behind this project is fairly simple, it can be
done in several ways. However, as some sort of database is the best
way to achieve a necessary level of flexibility, creating a database
seemed to be a logical first step [15]. Furthermore, in order to sim-
ulate a high level of accessibility of this database, a webpage was
hosted on the free web hosting service 000webhost which included
access to two databases [16].

In order to avoid the problems mentioned under ”3.2.2 - Design
principles and general design propositions” a different design solu-
tion was proposed. As a mean to reduce cognitive load and having
to look at many different parts of the specification a different cat-
egorization was introduced. The new categorization mainly focus
on giving the user a few select choices of materials and processes
as can be seen in Figure 7. After choosing appropriate material or
process the user is forwarded to a screen which include everything in
the specification he or she needs for chosen material/process as can
be seen in Figure 8, which solves the problem with high amounts
of extraneous cognitive load being put on the user. The user does
not need to return to a previous screen to get more information
on chosen material/process once appropriate material/process has
been found. This is in contrast to the categorization present in the
original specification, which is based on the assumption that the
user wants every material and process but instead divided among
different types of information. For example, if one would wish to
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read about specifications surrounding the material particleboard,
one would have to find particleboard under the requirements-header
shown in Figure 3 in order to know which information to look at un-
der the documentations-header shown in Figure 4. This forces the
user to go back and forth in the specification in order to find a small
amount of information. The categorization in the prototype solves
this problem, as all information is shown under a specific material
or process. The categorization in the prototype is also based on the
way the subcontractor interviewed in chapter 3.2.1 - ”Interview with
subcontractor” utilized an Excel-file to store important information
that concerned his company.
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Figure 7: A screenshot from the prototype. The user gets a few select choices
of materials and/or processes.

Figure 8: A screenshot from the prototype. The user does not have to return
back to a previous screen in order to find other information on Plywood.

As visualization was not something that the user perspectives seemed
to care much for, and also as it does not provide solid flexibility, ba-
sically all concepts concerning it were scrapped. This, as mentioned
previously, also goes for any print-outs that could have been avail-
able.
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5.2.2 Programming the prototype

The prototype is mostly written using PHP, which in many ways
is a programming language well suited to work with mySQL [17].
The database management system chosen was, for this very reason,
based on mySQL and the database handler tool phpMyAdmin was
utilized as can be seen in Figure 9. All visual effects were created us-
ing HTML and CSS, which are commonly used together with PHP
[18]. Most of the PHP code are basically querys to mySQL and
storing of variables for further depth in the specification. While it is
a tedious overall design, it is mainly created to prove the efficiency
with a different categorization.

The programming code itself can at first glance seem poorly written
as most variables are passed on in the URL. It was, however, taken
into account that the eye-tracking device, which was used during
testing, runs through software designed to detect different URLs
while testing via a website [19]. This made the device considerably
more easy to use.

Figure 9: A screenshot from the database handler phpMyAdmin which was used
while creating the database to the prototype.

5.3 User testing

As a way to prove that the prototype is more efficient to use in
comparison to the specification, a compar ison test between the
specification and the prototype was proposed. This was performed
with the aid of an eye-tracking device.
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In order to understand what good efficiency meant in this case,
a number of common tasks were gathered from the subcontractor
interviewed [12]. Ten research questions relevant for determining
comparative efficiency were then derived from these tasks. After
finding ten research questions it was determined how to find an-
swers to each one respectively.

5.3.1 Research questions for user testing

The created prototype can be proven to be more efficient and user-
friendly in comparison with the specification in a number of ways.
This was mainly done by choosing a few key areas based on some
typical tasks the subcontractors are faced with while using the spec-
ification [12]. If tests would show that people who are unfamiliar
with the system can solve the problems more efficiently by using
the prototype than by using the specification it would also prove
the efficiency of the proposed design solutions in the prototype.

1. Is it easier to navigate correctly in the prototype in comparison
to the live specification?

2. Is it easier to find nationality-specific requirements for materials
or processes and then navigate correctly in the prototype in
comparison to the live specification?

3. Is it easier to find which documentation is necessary for a spe-
cific material or process in the prototype in comparison to the
live specification?

4. Is it easier to determine what a specific documentation must
contain in the prototype in comparison to the live specification?

5. Is it easier to determine how often a specific documentation
must be written in the prototype in comparison to the live
specification?

6. Is the prototype perceived as user-friendly?

7. Is the live specification perceived as user-friendly?

8. Is the prototype perceived as more user-friendly in comparison
with the live specification?

9. Do the test persons believe it is reasonably easy to perform the
tasks?

10. Is the user looking at irrelevant information more commonly in
either the specification or the prototype?
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5.3.2 Which type of data will be collected

1. Objective-Quantitative: User tests

2. Objective-Quantitative: User tests

3. Objective-Quantitative: User tests

4. Objective-Quantitative: User tests

5. Objective-Quantitative: User tests

6. Subjective-Qualitative: Survey question

7. Subjective-Qualitative: Survey question

8. Subjective-Qualitative: Survey question

9. Subjective-Qualitative: Survey question

10. Objective-Quantitative: User tests

5.3.3 Tasks

1. Navigate to ”Gluing of edge-band (non-board production) (un-
coated material)” and find appropriate test method and limit.

2. Navigate to TPC-certified Plywood with composite core which
is produced and sold in the USA and find both ordinary test
method and specially allowed test method for USA (and their
respective limits).

3. Find which information that shall be included in the marking
of a TPC-certified MDF-board used for flooring (only board,
not finished product).

4. Your company makes TPC-certified MDF-boards used for floor-
ing. Find out how often you are required to hand in an update
for each of the specified documentations (for any certification
frequency). Your MDF-boards will be produced and sold in
Sweden.

5.3.4 Task relations to research questions

Task 1 investigated research questions 1 and 10.
Task 2 investigated research questions 1, 2 and 10.
Task 3 investigated research questions 1, 3, 4 and 10.
Task 4 investigated research questions 1, 3, 4, 5 and 10.
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Research questions 6 through 9 were investigated with the help of
a survey which the test persons filled in after their test session.
The survey questions were formulated accordingly after the research
questions and can be seen under ”6.2 Data obtained through ana-
lyzing the survey”.

5.3.5 Selection of test persons

As two different things were compared with each other, an even
number of test persons were required for the tests. It is also impor-
tant that the test persons had approximately the same background,
since different background could provide the test person with knowl-
edge which would make his or her tests easier [20].

The number of test persons was eventually set to 10. The test
persons consisted mostly of men, only one out of ten was a woman.
The required background was set to engineering students as it is a
likely background for a normal user of the specification. No other
backgrounds (such as ethnicity or religion) were taken into consid-
eration. Most of the test persons were acquaintances to me.

5.3.6 Test sessions

The test persons used a computer to complete each of the tasks men-
tioned under ”5.3.3 Tasks” and the whole test session was recorded
using an eye tracker. Five of them tested the prototype first and
then the specification. The other five did the tests but in oppo-
site order. Since test persons can learn some relevant information
for problem solving the first time they see the specification or the
prototype it could potentially help them in the other part of the test.

After the tasks had been performed with both specification and
prototype the user was informed to fill out a survey with related
questions. The survey was conducted through the Google service
Google Survey. The following five questions were asked with the
multiple choices as possible answers written below the questions:

1. Do you perceive the prototype as user-friendly?

(a) Very user-friendly

(b) User-friendly

(c) User-hostile

(d) Very user-hostile
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2. Do you perceive the live specification as user-friendly?

(a) Very user-friendly

(b) User-friendly

(c) User-hostile

(d) Very user-hostile

3. Did you find the prototype more user-friendly in comparison
with the live specification?

(a) The prototype is a lot more user-friendly

(b) The prototype is more user-friendly

(c) They are about equally user-friendly (/user-hostile)

(d) The live specification is more user-friendly

(e) The live specification is a lot more user-friendly

4. Did you think the tasks were reasonably easy to perform while
using the live specification?

(a) The tasks were ridiculously hard to find proper answers to

(b) The tasks were a bit hard to find proper answers to

(c) The tasks were reasonably easy to find proper answers to

5. Did you think the tasks were reasonably easy to perform while
using the prototype?

(a) The tasks were ridiculously hard to find proper answers to

(b) The tasks were a bit hard to find proper answers to

(c) The tasks were reasonably easy to find proper answers to

5.4 Tool to analyze data

In order to analyze the data collected from the eye tracking device
I created a program called Eye Tracker Analyzer, of which a screen
dump can be seen in Figure 10. Eye Tracker Analyzer was created
using Java and the integrated development environment Eclipse.
The program scanned through the files generated from the eye track-
ing device and calculated the mean saccade amplitude, the blink rate
and the average fixation duration.
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Figure 10: Eye Tracker Analyzer
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6 Testing results

6.1 Data obtained through analyzing the test data

When the test persons performed the tests the time they spent on
each task was measured . The average time spent on each of the
tasks by the five test persons who used the specification first can be
seen in Figure 11, while the average time spent on each of the tasks
by the five test persons who used the prototype first can be seen in
Figure 12.

Figure 11: Average time spent in seconds on each of the tasks in ”5.3.3 Tasks”.
These test persons started with using the specification, then performed the same
tasks using the prototype.
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Figure 12: Average time spent in seconds on each of the tasks in ”5.3.3 Tasks”.
These test persons started with using the prototype, then performed the same
tasks using the specification.

6.2 Data obtained through analyzing the survey

The results from the survey questions were obtained directly from
Google Survey. The distribution of the answers to how user-friendly
the test persons perceived the prototype can be seen in Figure 13.
Figure 14 depicts the distribution of the answers to how user-friendly
the test persons perceived the specification. How user-friendly the
test persons perceived the prototype in comparison to the specifica-
tion is showed in Figure 15.

Whether or not the test persons found the tasks easy to perform
while using the prototype and the specification are shown in Figure
16 and Figure 17 respectively.
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Figure 13: How user-friendly the test persons perceived the prototype.

Figure 14: How user-friendly the test persons perceived the specification.
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Figure 15: How user-friendly the test persons perceived the prototype in com-
parison with the specification.

Figure 16: Whether or not the test persons thought the tasks were reasonably
easy to perform while using the specification.
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Figure 17: Whether or not the test persons thought the tasks were reasonably
easy to perform while using the specification.

6.3 Eye tracking data

The eye tracking device provided a lot of data, as can be seen in
Figure 18. This data was generated through a software called SMI
BeGaze and depicts a user using either the specification or the pro-
totype, totaling 20 of these data files. The data shown in Figure 18
is not complete, the data continues for about 10.000 lines. There
are also further information in additional columns not depicted in
the figure.

The information used in these data files are the duration times of
fixations in order to calculate average fixation duration and ampli-
tude of saccades in order to calculate mean saccade amplitude. The
number of blinks and the total time of the test are also used in order
to calculate the blink rate.

It should be noted that the headers depend on the event type, as
can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Part of one of the data files generated by SMI BeGaze.

A heatmap was generated from the average fixation from all test
persons while looking at a certain part of the prototype. This is
depicted in Figure 19. As can be seen, it almost follows a typical F
Pattern.

6.3.1 Heatmap

The recordings of all test persons were put together to show the
average fixations for all test persons while looking at one particular
part of the prototype as depicted in Figure 19. The red shows the
highest intensity of fixations, followed by yellow and then green. The
blue shows low amounts of fixations and none-colored areas contains
very few or no fixations.
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Figure 19: An heatmap showing the average fixations for all test persons while
looking at this part of the prototype

6.3.2 Average fixation duration

The average fixation durations for each test person are shown in
Figure 20 and Figure 21. Figure 20 shows the five test persons
who used the specification first and Figure 21 the test persons who
used the prototype first. In both figures, the blue bars depicts the
measurements for the specification while the red bars depicts the
measurements for the prototype.
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Figure 20: The average fixation duration (in milliseconds) for those test persons
who first performed the test using the specification

Figure 21: The average fixation duration (in milliseconds) for those test persons
who first performed the test using the prototype

6.3.3 Mean saccade amplitude

The mean saccade amplitudes for each test person are shown in
Figure 22 and Figure 23. Figure 22 shows the five test persons
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who used the specification first and Figure 23 the test persons who
used the prototype first. In both figures, the blue bars depicts the
measurements for the specification while the red bars depicts the
measurements for the prototype.

Figure 22: The mean saccade amplitude for those test persons who first per-
formed the test using the specification

Figure 23: The mean saccade amplitude for those test persons who first per-
formed the test using the prototype
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6.3.4 Blink rate

The blink rate for each test person are shown in Figure 24 and
Figure 25. Figure 24 shows the five test persons who used the speci-
fication first and Figure 25 the test persons who used the prototype
first. In both figures, the blue bars depicts the measurements for
the specification while the red bars depicts the measurements for
the prototype.

Figure 24: The blink rate for those test persons who first performed the test
using the specification
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Figure 25: The blink rate for those test persons who first performed the test
using the prototype

6.4 Findings to the research questions

The answers to research questions 1 through 5 and 10 utilizes the
data from Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 20 through 25.

The answers to research questions 6 through 9 utilizes the data
from Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17.

6.4.1 Is it easier to navigate correctly in the prototype in comparison
to the live specification?

The first task is specifically designed to be a pure navigating prob-
lem, and the test persons performed this task slightly faster with the
prototype if using the prototype first and significantly faster with
the prototype if using the specification first. It is hence concluded
that it is easier to navigate correctly in the prototype in comparison
to the live specification.

6.4.2 Is it easier to find nationality-specific requirements for mate-
rials or processes and then navigate correctly in the prototype
in comparison to the live specification?

The second task focused on nationality-specific requirements and
was solved a lot faster by using the prototype in both cases. It is
worth notifying that the time spent on this task with the prototype
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was cut in half if the test person had used the specification first and
that solving this task with the specification took the test persons
longer time if they had used the prototype first. This might be ex-
plained in different ways. For example, the test persons can at first
have thought the task to be very complex and may have missed the
easy solution the prototype provides. Then, while using the spec-
ification, the test persons could anticipate an easy solution where
none was provided. With a rather low number of test persons it is
of course also possible that this specific task simply suited the five
test persons who used the specification first better.

6.4.3 Is it easier to find which documentation is necessary for a
specific material or process in the prototype in comparison to
the live specification?

This was examined in both task 3 and task 4. If using the speci-
fication first it was obvious that it was significantly easier to find
appropriate documentation in the prototype. However, even when
using the prototype first, it was slightly easier for the test persons
to find appropriate documentation in the prototype.

6.4.4 Is it easier to determine what a specific documentation must
contain in the prototype in comparison to the live specifica-
tion?

This was examined together with the previous research question and
reached the same answer.

6.4.5 Is it easier to determine how often a specific documentation
must be written in the prototype in comparison to the live
specification?

This was examined in task 4. It reaches the same answer as stated
in the previous two research questions.

6.4.6 Is the prototype perceived as user-friendly?

The prototype was perceived as user-friendly by almost all test per-
sons. Only 10% (one test person) thought it to be user-hostile.

6.4.7 Is the live specification perceived as user-friendly?

The specification was perceived as very user-hostile by almost all
test persons. 20% (two test persons) found it user-hostile and 10%
(one test person) found it user-friendly. It is however rather evident
that the test persons found the specification generally user-hostile.
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6.4.8 Is the prototype perceived as more user-friendly in comparison
with the live specification?

Every single test person thought the prototype to be more user-
friendly than the specification.

6.4.9 Do the test persons believe it is reasonably easy to perform
the tasks?

While using the specification the test persons gave very different
answers to this question. However, the very same test persons found
the tasks more reasonably easy to perform while using the prototype.
It should be noted that the test persons do not necessary have a
proper frame of reference to what is reasonably easy with this type
of tasks. It is however clear that they believed the tasks to be
relatively easier to perform in the prototype in comparison with the
specification.

6.4.10 Is the user looking at irrelevant information more commonly
in either the specification or the prototype?

The calculations shown from mean saccade amplitude in Figure 22
and Figure 23 suggests that the test persons looked at more irrel-
evant information. This is due to the amplitudes being generally
greater while using the prototype which is connected with a lower
cognitive load.
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7 Discussion

7.1 Eye tracking data

Most of the test persons who used the specification first showed
a longer average fixation duration while using the specification in
comparison to while using the prototype. However, all test persons
who used the prototype first showed a longer average fixation dura-
tion while using the the prototype in comparison to while using the
prototype.

As longer average fixation duration is strongly connected with higher
cognitive load, it suggests that the tasks themselves provided a high
amount of cognitive load for the test persons rather than the proto-
type or the specification as the test persons were familiar with the
tasks while performing them a second time. It also suggests that the
sheer complexity of the information (as the test persons are assumed
to be previously unfamiliar with the information content) provides
more cognitive load than the designs of the specification and the
prototype.

The data collected by measuring the mean saccade amplitude strongly
shows that the amplitude is greater while using the prototype no
matter which one the test person was first introduced to. This
suggests that using the specification in fact gives the users more
cognitive load.

The data collected by measuring the blink rate did not show any spe-
cific connections between blinking and which system is used. This is
however not unexpected; As blink rate is not necessarily connected
with cognitive load but rather the difficulty of the task (and the
tasks being the same no matter which system the test persons used)
it is highly individual.

It is possible to delve further into the data provided by the eye
tracking device. The author would suggest to look more carefully
at small lapses of time, for example between mouse clicks, to really
see a difference in how the specification is used in comparison to
how the prototype is used. This is however beyond the scope of this
thesis.
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7.2 Identified problems

Some of the content in the specification and the prototype were
hard for the test persons to grasp. A lot of this was due to lack of
knowledge within the given field. The test persons were, for exam-
ple, not expected to know a lot of different certifications or general
testing methods for formaldehyde. This might however be expected
by most real users to the specification. The lack of this knowledge
did cause some confusion for most, if not all, test persons.

Most test persons used search functions for finding information in
the specification. This led to a lot of extra confusion as they never
fully understood the structure of the document. It further led to the
test persons missing relevant information for the task at hand. For
example, most test persons never read which of the documentations
that were required to be handed in and instead simply read through
all documentations and tried to figure out which of the documenta-
tions that seemed to be likely subjects for handing in. This further
strengthens how meaningful a different structure is.

The heatmap generated shows that users scan a lot of the infor-
mation rather than reading it. This should be investigated further
in future projects as it might mean that the prototype contains too
much content on each screen.

Although the survey questions strongly suggests that the proto-
type is way more user-friendly than the specification it should be
noted that the test persons might have been biased as most were
acquaintances with me. It is however unlikely that this would have
any effect on their performances while using the prototype and the
specification respectively.

As identified by the subcontractor, communication is another prob-
lem with the product specifications. This is a problem that needs
to be further investigated and is out of the scope of this report, but
it would seem it is difficult for subcontractors to understand what
IKEA really wants if they are handed a specification detailing other
products. For example, if IKEA would order a board made out of
plywood, the specification does detail test methods and documen-
tations for plywood, but also for many other materials and processes.

It should also be noted that all interactivity provided by the proto-
type is it giving information to the user based on the users action.
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For future research it could also be interesting to test cases where
the user can provide information to it, for example put in strate-
gic color patterns visible only for this specific user in order to more
easily navigate in it.
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8 Conclusions

Already at this early stage in IKEA’s project a lot of progress can be
shown. The test results speaks for themselves as the interactive web-
site is used with much more efficiency in comparison with the spec-
ification. Even when the test persons had familiarized themselves
with the content of the prototype (which is virtually the same as
the content in the specification), the new abbreviations and words,
and the tasks themselves they struggled more with using the speci-
fication. This is a huge step forward, and it definitely shows this is
the correct direction for the project.
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Appendix A

This Appendix contains the source code for the prototype made. It
consists of seven files; index.html, item.html, doc.html, final.html,
boards.html, login.php and style.css.

index.html:

<?php
session_start ();
if (empty($_SESSION["Namn"])){

header(’Location: login.php’);
exit;

}

?>
<html ><head >
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" type="text/css"/>
<script type="text/javascript" src="scripts.js"></script >
</head >
<body >
<section >

<div id="home">
<a href="index.html">Home </a>
</div >

<div id="surround">
<div id="text">

<ul id="avmenu">

<li><h2>Requirements :</h2 ></li>

<?php

$oppnadb = mysql_connect("*****", "*****", "*****") or die (mysql_error ());
mysql_select_db("*****") or die(mysql_error ());

$result = mysql_query("SELECT
        DISTINCT category , category_id FROM requirements");

while($row=mysql_fetch_array($result ))
{

$category=$row["category"];
$cat_id=$row["category_id"];

?><li><a href="item.html?cat=<?echo $cat_id?>">
<? echo $category; ?></a></li ><?

}
?>

</ul ></div ></div >
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</section >
</body >
</html >

item.html:

<?php
session_start ();
if (empty($_SESSION["Namn"])){

header(’Location: login.php’);
exit;

}
?>
<html ><head >
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" type="text/css"/>
<script type="text/javascript" src="scripts.js"></script >
</head >
<body >

<div id="home">
<a href="index.html">Home </a>
</div >

<div id="surround">
<div id="text">

<?php
$radio = "";

$oppnadb = mysql_connect("*****", "*****", "*****") or die (mysql_error ());
mysql_select_db("*****") or die(mysql_error ());

$Frust = $_GET["cat"];

$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM
        requirements WHERE category_id = ’$Frust ’");

$row=mysql_fetch_array($result );

$currCat=$row["category"];
?>

<ul id="avmenu">

<li><h2 ><? echo $currCat ?>:</h2 ></li>
<?php

$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM
        requirements WHERE category_id = ’$Frust ’");

while($row=mysql_fetch_array($result ))
{

$namn=$row["material"];
$id=$row["id"];
if($Frust == "boards"){

?><li><a href="boards.html?id=<?echo $id?>"><? echo $namn; ?></a></li ><?
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} else {
?><li><a href="final.html?id=<?echo $id?>"><? echo $namn; ?></a></li ><?

}
}

?>

</ul ></div ></div >
</body >
</html >

doc.html:

<?php
session_start ();
if (empty($_SESSION["Namn"])){

header(’Location: login.php’);
exit;

}

?>
<html ><head >
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" type="text/css"/>
<script type="text/javascript" src="scripts.js"></script >
</head >
<body >
<section >

<div id="home">
<a href="index.html">Home </a>
</div >

<div id="surround">
<div id="text">

<ul id="avmenu">

<li><h2>Documentation :</h2 ></li>

<?php

$lvl=$_GET["lvl"];
$docn=$_GET["docn"];

$oppnadb = mysql_connect("*****", "*****", "*****") or die (mysql_error ());
mysql_select_db("*****") or die(mysql_error ());

$result = mysql_query("SELECT doc_name , documentation , level_id
        FROM documentation WHERE level_id=’$lvl’ AND doc_id=’$docn’");

while($row=mysql_fetch_array($result )){

$docu=$row["documentation"];

echo $docu;
}
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?>

</ul ></div ></div >

</section >
</body >
</html >

final.html:

<?php
session_start ();
if (empty($_SESSION["Namn"])){

header(’Location: login.php’);
exit;

}
?>
<html ><head >
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" type="text/css"/>
<script type="text/javascript" src="scripts.js"></script >
</head >
<section >
<body >

<div id="home">
<a href="index.html">Home </a>
</div >

<div id="documentation"></div >
<div id="surround">

<?php

$oppnadb = mysql_connect("*****", "*****", "*****") or die (mysql_error ());
mysql_select_db("*****") or die(mysql_error ());

$Frust = $_GET["id"];

$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM requirements WHERE id = ’$Frust ’ ");
$row=mysql_fetch_array($result );

$namn=$row["material"];
$test_method=$row["test_method"];
$tm_limit=$row["tm_limit"];
$test_method2=$row["test_method2"];
$tm_limit2=$row["tm_limit2"];
$cat_id=$row["category_id"];
$cert=$row["cert"];
$ustest=$row["usa_test"];
$us1=$row["usa_limit"];
$us2=$row["usa_limit2"];
$us3=$row["usa_limit3"];

?>
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<ul id="avmenu">
<li><h2>Requirements for <? echo $namn ?></h2 ></li>
<li><b>Test Method:</b> <? echo $test_method ?>
<br> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; with limit: <? echo $tm_limit ?></li>

<? if ($test_method2 != "none"){ ?>
<li><b>Test Method 2: </b><? echo $test_method2 ?>
<br> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; with limit: <? echo $tm_limit2 ?></li>
<? } ?>

<? if($cert != ""){ ?>
<li><b>Certification: </b><? echo $cert ?></li>
<? } ?>

<? if ($ustest != ""){ ?>
<li><b>Alternate test method if product is produced and sold in
North America: </b><? echo $ustest ?> <br> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
with limit for <b>Phase 1:</b> <? echo $us1 ?><br >&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
and limit for <b> Phase 2:</b> <? echo $us2 ?>
<? if ($us3 != ""){ ?>
<br >&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; or, if thin MDF/HDF -board
(less than 8mm thick), <b>Phase 2:</b> <? echo $us3 ?>
<? } ?></li>
<? } ?>

<div id="selection">

<li><h2>Select documentation to view:</h2 ></li>
</ul><ul id="offmenu"><?

$lvl=$_GET["lvl"];

$result2 = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM documentation
        WHERE category = ’$cat_id ’ AND level_id = ’$lvl’ ");

while($row2=mysql_fetch_array($result2 )){

$level_id=$row2["level_id"];
$level_name=$row2["level_name"];
$docn=$row2["doc_id"];
$doc_name=$row2["doc_name"];

?>

<li><a href="doc.html?lvl=<?echo $level_id?>&docn=
<?echo $docn?>"><? echo $doc_name; ?></a></li>
<?

}

?>
</ul ><?

?></div ></div ></div >
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</body ></section >
</html >

boards.html:

<?php
session_start ();
if (empty($_SESSION["Namn"])){

header(’Location: login.php’);
exit;

}
?>
<html ><head >
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" type="text/css"/>
<script type="text/javascript" src="scripts.js"></script >
</head >
<body >

<div id="home">
<a href="index.html">Home </a>
</div >

<div id="surround">
<div id="text">

<?php
$oppnadb = mysql_connect("*****", "*****", "*****") or die (mysql_error ());
mysql_select_db("*****") or die(mysql_error ());

$Frust = $_GET["id"];

$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM requirements WHERE id = ’$Frust ’");
$row=mysql_fetch_array($result );

$currCat=$row["material"];
$cat=$row["category_id"];

?>

<ul id="avmenu">

<li><h2 ><? echo $currCat ?>:</h2 ></li>
<li><h3>Select level:</h3 ></li>

<? $result2 = mysql_query("SELECT DISTINCT category ,
level_name , level_id FROM documentation WHERE category = ’$cat’");

while($row2=mysql_fetch_array($result2 )) {

$level_id=$row2[’level_id ’];
$level_name=$row2[’level_name ’];

?>
<li><a href="final.html?lvl=<? echo $level_id ?>&id=

        <?echo $Frust?>"><? echo $level_name; ?></a></li>
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<? } ?>

</ul ></div ></div >
</body >
</html >

login.php:

<?php
session_start ();
?>

<form action = "login.php" method = "post">
<p>Log in as user:</p> User:
<input type="text" name="anv" /> Password:
<input type="password" name="losen" /> <input type="submit" value="Log in" />
</form >

<?
$anv=$_POST[anv];
$losen=$_POST[losen];

if (($anv != "") && ($losen != ""))
{

$oppnadb = mysql_connect("*****", "*****", "*****") or die (mysql_error ());
mysql_select_db("*****") or die(mysql_error ());

$result=mysql_query("SELECT * FROM users WHERE anv=’$anv’")
or die(mysql_error ());

if ($rad = mysql_fetch_array($result ))
{

if ($rad[’losen’] == $losen)
{

$_SESSION[’Namn’] = $anv;
header("location: index.html");

}
else
{

print"<FONT COLOR = #FF0000 >Wrong password!</FONT >";
}

}
else
{

print"<FONT COLOR = #FF0000 >Wrong username!</FONT >";
}
mysql_close($oppnadb );

}
?>
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style.css:

body {
background -image: url(white.jpg);
background -repeat: no-repeat;
background -size: cover;

}

.section {
width: 100%;
height: 100%;
margin: auto;
padding: 30px;

background -color: blue;
}

#home {
margin -top: 2%;

}

#home a {
text -decoration: none;
font: 32px Verdana;
color: blue;
margin -left: 45%;
border: 2px solid #000000;

}

#home a:hover {
color: purple;

}

#surround {
border -radius: 25px;
border: 2px solid #000000;
margin -left: 5%;
margin: 2% 5%;
font: 16px Verdana;
height: 750px;
width: 90%;
float: left;

}

ul#avmenu li a {
text -decoration: none;
color:blue;

}

ul#avmenu li a:hover {
color: purple;

}
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ul#avmenu li{
display: block;
margin: 10px 10px 10px 10px;

}

ul#avmenu {

}

ul#offmenu li{
display: block;
margin: 10px 10px 10px 10px;

}

ul#offmenu li:hover{
cursor: pointer;
color: blue;

}

Appendix B

This appendix contains the source code for the Eye Tracker Analyzer
created as a tool to analyze eye tracking data according to section
”5.4 Tool to analyze data”. It contains three classes; Main.java,
Counter.java and GUI.java.

Main.java:

package fixCount;

public class Main {

public static void main(String [] args) {
GUI gui = new GUI();

}

}

Counter.java:

package fixCount;

import java.io.File;
import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.util.Locale;
import java.util.Scanner;

public class Counter {

private Scanner scan;
private File file;
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private int countFix;
private int totalFix;
private int countSacc;
private float totalAmp;
private int countBlink;
private String temp;
private long first;
private long last;
private float dur;
private boolean sacc , fixDur , blink;

public Counter(File file , boolean sacc , boolean fixDur , boolean blink) {
this.file = file;
countFix = 0;
countSacc = 0;
countBlink = 0;
totalAmp = 0;
totalFix = 0;
first = 0;
last = 0;
dur = 0;
this.sacc = sacc;
this.fixDur = fixDur;
this.blink = blink;

}

public String count() {
try {

scan = new Scanner(file);

scan.useLocale(Locale.US);

while (scan.hasNext ()) {

temp = scan.next ();

if (temp.equals("Fixation")) {
if (scan.next (). equals("L")) {

countFix ++;
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
last = scan.nextLong ();
totalFix += scan.nextInt ();

}
}

if (temp.equals("Saccade")) {
if (scan.next (). equals("L")) {

countSacc ++;
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
last = scan.nextLong ();
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scan.next ();
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
totalAmp += scan.nextFloat ();

}
}

if (temp.equals("Blink")) {
if (scan.next (). equals("L")) {

countBlink ++;
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
last = scan.nextLong ();

}
}

if (temp.equals("UserEvent")) {
scan.next ();
scan.next ();
if(first == 0){

first = 1;
}
else if (first == 1) {

first = scan.nextLong ();
}

}

scan.nextLine ();

}

} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
// TODO Auto -generated catch block
e.printStackTrace ();

}

dur = (last - first )/1000000;

StringBuilder s = new StringBuilder ();

if(fixDur ){
s.append("Average fixation duration: " + totalFix / countFix );
s.append("\n");

}

if(sacc){
s.append("Mean saccade duration: " + totalAmp / countSacc );
s.append("\n");

}

if(blink){
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s.append("Blink rate: " + countBlink / dur);
s.append("\n");

}

return s.toString ();
}

}

GUI.java:

package fixCount;

import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import java.io.File;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Scanner;

import javax.swing.JButton;
import javax.swing.JCheckBox;
import javax.swing.JComboBox;
import javax.swing.JFileChooser;
import javax.swing.JFrame;
import javax.swing.JLabel;
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;
import javax.swing.JPanel;

public class GUI implements ActionListener {
ArrayList <String > array;
JFrame frame;
JLabel label , infoLabel;
JButton button , choiceButton , resultButton;
File f;
Scanner scan;
JComboBox <String > chapterList;
JCheckBox saccButton , fixDurButton , blinkButton;
String [] chapters;
Counter c;
String currentChoice;
final JFileChooser fc = new JFileChooser ();
boolean isChosen;

public GUI() {

frame = new JFrame("Eye Tracker Analyzer");

frame.setContentPane(choose ());
frame.setLocationRelativeTo(null);
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE );
frame.setSize (360, 330);
frame.setVisible(true);
isChosen = false;

}
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public JPanel choose () {
JPanel panel = new JPanel ();
panel.setLayout(null);

choiceButton = new JButton("Choose file");
choiceButton.setLocation (20, 20);
choiceButton.setSize (100, 30);
choiceButton.addActionListener(this);
panel.add(choiceButton );

label = new JLabel("No file chosen");
label.setLocation (140, 20);
label.setSize (290, 30);
panel.add(label);

infoLabel = new JLabel("Choose which data to show:");
infoLabel.setLocation (50, 60);
infoLabel.setSize (290, 30);
panel.add(infoLabel );

fixDurButton = new JCheckBox("Average Fixation Duration");
fixDurButton.setLocation (70, 90);
fixDurButton.setSize (200, 30);
fixDurButton.addActionListener(this);
panel.add(fixDurButton );

saccButton = new JCheckBox("Mean Saccade Amplitude");
saccButton.setLocation (70, 120);
saccButton.setSize (200, 30);
saccButton.addActionListener(this);
panel.add(saccButton );

blinkButton = new JCheckBox("Blink Rate");
blinkButton.setLocation (70, 150);
blinkButton.setSize (200, 30);
blinkButton.addActionListener(this);
panel.add(blinkButton );

resultButton = new JButton("Show results!");
resultButton.setLocation (20, 200);
resultButton.setSize (160, 30);
resultButton.addActionListener(this);
panel.add(resultButton );

return panel;
}

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {

if (e.getSource () == choiceButton) {

File workingDirectory = new File(System.getProperty("user.dir"));
fc.setCurrentDirectory(workingDirectory );
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int returnVal = fc.showOpenDialog(null);

if (returnVal == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION) {
f = fc.getSelectedFile ();
String [] temp = f.getName (). split("\\.");

if (temp [1]. equals("txt")){
label.setText(f.getName ());
isChosen = true;

} else {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(frame , "Invalid file format , try using a .txt file");

}
}

}

if (e.getSource () == resultButton) {
if(isChosen == false){

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(frame , "No file chosen!");
} else {

c = new Counter(f, saccButton.isSelected (), fixDurButton.isSelected(), blinkButton.isSelected ());
String s = c.count ();
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(frame , s);

}
}

}
}
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